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By Victoria Langland

Duke University Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Speaking of Flowers is an innovative study of student activism during Brazil s
military dictatorship (1964-85) and an examination of the very notion of student activism, which
changed dramatically in response to the student protests of 1968. Looking into what made students
engage in national political affairs as students, rather than through other means, Victoria Langland
traces a gradual, uneven shift in how they constructed, defended, and redefined their right to
political participation, from emphasizing class, race, and gender privileges to organizing around
other institutional and symbolic forms of political authority.Embodying Cold War political and
gendered tensions, Brazil s increasingly violent military government mounted fierce challenges to
student political activity just as students were beginning to see themselves as representing an
otherwise demobilized civil society. By challenging the students political legitimacy at a pivotal
moment, the dictatorship helped to ignite the student protests that exploded in 1968. In her attentive
exploration of the years after 1968, Langland analyzes what the demonstrations of that year meant
to later generations of Brazilian students, revealing how student activists mobilized collective
memories in their subsequent political struggles.
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This sort of book is everything and taught me to seeking forward and more. This really is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading. I
found out this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to discover.
-- Pr of . Gr if f in Mur phy-- Pr of . Gr if f in Mur phy

Just no words to explain. it was actually writtern quite perfectly and valuable. Your daily life period will be convert as soon as you total looking at this pdf.
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